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Abstract. Let J C L(K, H) be an operator ideal between Hubert spaces,

and let S 6 L(H)n , T € L(K)" be commuting tuples of continuous linear op-

erators. It is shown that the elementary operator R: J -» J, A -» 52?=i S ¿AT,

determined by S and T satisfies the finite fibre property. As a consequence

it follows that an index formula proved by L. Fialkow for elementary opera-

tors under the additional assumption of the finite fibre property holds true in

general.

Let T e L(X)n be a commuting tuple of continuous linear operators on a

complex Banach space X. We denote by o(T) and ae(T) the joint spectrum

and the essential joint spectrum of T, respectively, in the sense of J. L. Taylor
(see the monograph [11] for details). If J c L(K, H) is an operator ideal
between Hubert spaces and S e L(H)n , T e L(K)m are commuting tuples of
continuous linear operators, then the spectrum and essential spectrum of the

multiplication tuple M = (Ls, Rt) € L(J)n+m, where Ls = (Ls¡,..., LSn)

and RT - (Rti , ■ ■ • , Brm) consist of the left and right multiplication operators
Ls : J -y J, A -> Si A and RT¡: J -> /, A -> AT,, respectively, are given by
(see [2], [5])

o(M) = o(S) x e(T),

oe(M) = oe(S) x o(T) U (7(5) x oe(T).

If « = m and p is the polynomial in 2« variables defined by p(z, w) =
J2"=x z¡Wi, z, w € C" , then the resulting operator

n

R = p(M) = Y/LSiRTi&L(J)
i=i

is usually called the elementary operator determined by S and  T.   In [7]

L. Fialkow showed how to compute the index of X - R for each point A in
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o(R)\oe(R) satisfying the following finite fibre property:

Mx = {(a, ß) 6 cr(5) x o(T); p(a, ß) = X} is finite, and for

each pair (a, ß) £ Mx the first component a is isolated in

o-(5) or the second component ß is isolated in o(T).

More precisely, let n, p: C2" —► C" be the projection of C2" onto its first,

respectively last, n variables. If Y denotes the set of all points a in n(Mf)
which are isolated in o(S) and A is the set of all points ß in p(Mf) for which

there is a nonisolated point a in a(S) with (a, ß) e Mx, then

ind(l -R)=J2 dim Y(ß)ind(A - p(S, ß))
ß€A

- Y^ dimX(a)ind(A - p(a, T)).
aer

Here Y(ß) and X(a) denote the spectral subspaces of T and 5 corresponding

to the isolated nonessential spectral points a and ß .
In [4] it is shown that the above formula remains true, if m, n > 1 are

arbitrary, p is replaced by an arbitrary analytic function / e cf(o(M)) and

X e a(f(M))\oe(f(M)) is a point satisfying the above finite fibre property.

Moreover, the same index formula was shown to be true for operator ide-
als between Banach spaces and for tensor product systems instead of multi-

plication tuples. In [3] Curto and Fialkow proved that the finite fibre prop-

erty holds, if p is the above polynomial and 5 = (ux(A), ... , u„(A)), T —
(vx(B), ... , vn(B)), where A, B e L(H) are completely nonunitary contrac-

tions and ux,..., u„,vx,... ,v„ are functions in H°°(T) that are continu-
ously extendable to o(A) n T, respectively o(B) n T.

In the following we shall show that the finite fibre property holds in full

generality without any additional assumptions on 5 or T. This solves Problem

5.5 formulated by R. Curto in [1] in the positive sense. We first prove a result

which implies the finiteness of Mx .

Theorem. Let T e L(X)n be a commuting tuple of continuous linear operators

on a complex Banach space X, and let f e tf(U)m be an m-tuple of analytic

functions defined on an open neighbourhood U of o(T). Then for each point

X e o(f(T))\oe(f(T)) the fibre f~x(X)no(T) is finite.

Proof. The Koszul complex regarded as an analytically parametrized complex of
Banach spaces induces a sequence K'(z - T, cfx) of Banach free ¿fe-sheaves.
The cohomology sheaves ß?v = $?v(z - T, cfx), v = 0, ...,«, are coherent

analytic sheaves on the essential resolvent set pe(T) = Cn\oe(T) of T (see [9,

10]). Since the Fredholm spectrum of T, i.e., the set op(T) — o(T)\oe(T),
can be written as

n

oF(T)=\Jsupp(J^\pe(T)),
v=0

it follows (§IV. 1 in [8]) that op(T) is an analytic subset of pe(T).

Since for / e tf(U)m the essential spectral mapping theorem oe(f(T)) =

f(oe(T)) holds (see [6]), for each w e oF(f(T)) the fibre f~x(w) n o(T) is a
compact analytic and hence finite subset of C" .
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This observation together with elementary dimension theory for complex

spaces (e.g., Chapter 5 in [8]) allow us to prove the finite fibre property in
full generality. In the following let us assume that 5 e L(X)n , T € L(Y)m ,

M 6 L(Z)n+m are commuting tuples on Banach spaces with

o(S)xo(T)co(M),

oe(S) x a(T) U (7(5) x oe(T) c oe(M).

Corollary. If f £ cf(o(M)) and X £ oF(f(M)), then the fibre

Mx = {(a, ß) 6 (7(5) x o(T);f(a, ß) = X}

is finite and for any pair (a, ß) € Mx the first component a is isolated in o(S)

or the second component ß is isolated in o(T).

Proof. The finiteness of Mx follows from the last theorem. Assume that (a, ß)

£ Mx is a point such that neither a is isolated in a(S) nor ß is isolated in
o(T). Then a and ß are nonisolated points of the closed complex subspaces

oF(S) c pe(S), respectively oF(T) c pe(T) (see [8, Proposition 4.3]). We

regard the analytic set crF(S) x oF(T) c pe(S) x pe(T) as a closed complex

subspace of pe(S) x pe(T) and denote by g the analytic function

oF(S)xoF(T)-+C,     (z,w)^f(z,w)-X,

induced by / - X. Note that, since all occurring complex spaces are reduced,
we need not distinguish between holomorphic maps with values in C and their

attached scalar-valued functions [8, Chapter 4, §3]. By the definition of the

analytic dimension of a complex space the zero set N(g) of g satisfies the

estimate [8, Chapter 5, §2]

dim(Qifl N(g) > dim(oF(S) x oF(T)) - 1.

By the product formula for the analytic dimension [8, Chapter 5 §3]

dim(aj/})(of(5) x oF(T)) = dima oF(S) + dim^ oF(T),

and by our assumption that a and ß are nonisolated it follows that the right-
hand side is larger or equal to 2. Therefore, dim(a j)N(g) > 1 and hence

(a, ß) is not isolated in N(g). In particular, the function g would have

infinitely many zeros, which contradicts the finiteness of Mx .

As a consequence of the last result the index formulas cited above (Theorem

1.1 in [7] and Theorem D in [4]) are valid without any extra assumption on the

fibre sets Mx ■ Moreover, the last proof shows that in the setting of the corollary

both dimensions dimaoF(S) and dim.ßOF(T) are necessarily smaller than or

equal to one.
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